
WRITE AND COMPOSE DIFFERENCE

As verbs the difference between compose and write is that compose is to make something by merging parts while write
is.

The parts compose the whole. Using comprise in the manner you have used it appeals to me also. I find myself
typing the most odd things â€” but usually not always! Nice to find this here as I get caught up â€” you do
such good work. I would have said just that â€” the eight monkeys comprise the circle. At best, one of my
pieces will have only a few notes sketched out on paper -- call that 'written. Va I think I compose, rather than
write, music because I take the terms literally. The apartment includes a hallway, living room, two bedrooms,
a kitchen, bathroom and separate WC. Writing is painfully slow and unattractive because I do it longhand; I do
it only for selected parts. Compose is to make up the constituent parts of, to form the substance of something.
In this post, I want to discuss the definitions of these two words, their functions within a sentence, and give
you a few tricks to remember their differences. It does not take an object. Re: Difference between "compose"
and "write" a song. More folk are coming to accept it. The European Union comprises 28 member states. But I
think you could also file a registration of lyrics, and on that form you could reference the prior registration? If
ever I registered a copyright for an instrumental melody, then added words later, I'd just file a copyright
correction form to amend the first filing. In the context of music, the composer is the person who created the
music. Unfortunately, native speakers are equally guilty of mistakes. For example, Fifty states compose the
United States. The key is to find something that is easy for you to understand. When to Use Comprise
Comprise is a transitive verb and means to be made up of, to consist of, and to include. Interesting that you
were outvoted among legal wordsmiths! Example: Eight monkeys compose the circle. The words comprise
and compose are two words that are increasingly misused in popular writing, so you should be sure to use
them with care and precision. Non-native speakers of English are not the only ones who regularly confuse
these words or use them incorrectly. Something that is complete comprises many parts. For these reasons I
don't think I 'write' music. It suggests avoiding a passive use of comprise. But thanks for keeping the faith!
Image credit: Many thanks to Tina for giving permission to use this image. Remember the whole comprises
the parts and the parts compose the whole. Active Hawaii is composed of eight main islands. The apartment
comprises a hallway, living room, two bedrooms, a kitchen, bathroom and separate WC. My notions could be
errant, for all I know, but they make sense to me. A good way to think about comprise is that the whole
comprises the parts. To 'compose yourself' or to 'regain your composition' is to control yourself and make
yourself calm, usually after some kind of emotional outburst. Fifty-two cards compose a full deck. For
example, The book is comprised of 12 chapters.


